Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Network analysis involves methods to predict over nodes and edges, such as node classification \[[@CR5]\], link prediction \[[@CR12]\], clustering \[[@CR8]\], and visualization \[[@CR13]\].

Node classification aims at predicting the labels of unlabeled nodes based on a set of different labeled nodes and the network topology. An example is to predict the interests of a user in a social network based on other users with overlapping characteristics. Link prediction is used to predict missing or future links between nodes in the network. In a social network, it can be used to recommend new friends based on the current ones. Clustering attempts to identify similarities between nodes in the network and groups them into same-labeled clusters. This can be used to detect communities with similar interests in a social network. Visualization helps to gain quick insights about the structure of the network.

Graph embeddings are feature vector representations of the nodes and edges of a network and are used as input to the methods above. node2vec \[[@CR10]\] uses a random-walk based approach to create those embeddings and introduces two additional parameters to guide the random walk, aiming at preserving both community structure and structural roles. Community structure in a graph is based on proximity, i.e., nodes that are close together belong to a community. Structural roles can be nodes that act as bridges between sub-networks, or hubs, which are the main exchange point between many nodes. The two parameters guiding the random walk in node2vec \[[@CR10]\] are:Return parameter *p*, controlling the likeliness of immediately revisiting a node.In-out parameter *q*, controlling how far outward the random walk should progress from the starting node.

These parameters allow to resemble depth-first (DFS) or breadth-first (BFS) search-like bevahiour in the most extreme setting, as well as a smooth interpolation between DFS and BFS. Grover and Leskovec suggest "that BFS and DFS strategies represent extreme ends on the spectrum of embedding nodes based on the principles of homophily (i.e., network communities) and structural equivalence (i.e., structural roles of nodes)" \[[@CR10]\]. In a case study, they demonstrate that subject to the parameter settings, the resulting embeddings can capture homophily or structural equivalence. In this paper[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}, wetry to reproduce the case study illustrating homophily and structural equivalence.try to reproduce node2vec's node classification result.introduce two additional modifications to the random walk strategy and evaluate and compare them on the node classification task. The additional strategies comprise hub attention and jump probalities, where the latter can be seen as noise.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Algorithms to create graph embeddings can be divided into three categories: Factorization based, deep learning based, and random walk based \[[@CR9]\].

Factorization based algorithms represent the graph as a matrix and apply methods such as eigenvalue decomposition or gradient descent to obtain node embeddings \[[@CR9]\]. Examples are LLE \[[@CR19]\], Laplacian Eigenmaps \[[@CR4]\], GraRep \[[@CR6]\], and HOPE \[[@CR16]\].

The deep learning based methods try to improve the performance of the factorization algorithms by computing non-linear functions on the graph. Examples are SDNE \[[@CR20]\] (auto-encoder to reduce dimensionality), DNGR \[[@CR7]\] (deep neural networks), and GCN \[[@CR11]\] (graph convolutional networks).

Random walk based approaches create embeddings by processing sets of random walks through the graph. First in this line was DeepWalk \[[@CR18]\], which samples purely random walks. These walks are then treated as sentence equivalents (where every node in the sequence corresponds to a word) and fed to a skip-gram model, a model variant of the word embeddings introduced by Mikolov et al. \[[@CR14]\], which became famous under the term word2vec. node2vec \[[@CR10]\] follows this approach, but provides means to control the random walk behavior.

For further methods and additional details of the methods mentioned above consult a survey by Goyal and Ferrara \[[@CR9]\].

Additional Random Walk Modifications {#Sec3}
====================================

In the next sections, we will introduce modifications to the random walk strategy, similar to the one implemented by node2vec \[[@CR10]\]. The modifications can take place in two sections of the random walk algorithm: During *sampling*, we can modify the transition probabilities between nodes to draw attention to specific ones, while during *walking*, we can directly influence how the random walk traverses.

Jump Probability {#Sec4}
----------------

We introduce the parameter *j* to modify the random walk during walking. It controls the probability of jumping to a random node in the graph at any given time. Intuitively, *j* ranges from 0 to 1, where with 0 no jumps to a random node occur, and with 1 every walking step is a random jump. The latter allows to create a truly random "walk" through the graph, without drawing any attention to the structure of the graph and edges with their respective weights. We are sampling truncated random walks, i.e., we start walks with a fixed length from every node in the graph. Therefore, the jump probability can be seen as noise in the truncated walks, opposed to jump probability in a single (huge) walk (as used by PageRank \[[@CR17]\] for example).

Hub Attention {#Sec5}
-------------

Hubs are nodes in a graph with a degree that greatly exceeds the average \[[@CR2]\]. The threshold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _{h}(x)= \left\{ \begin{array}{lr} \frac{1}{h} &{} if\ x \in H \\ 1 &{} else \end{array} \right. $$\end{document}$$The parameter *h* introduced here controls the random walk tendency towards and away from hubs. If this parameter is set to a high value (\>1), the probability of directly revisiting hubs is reduced, and the less frequented nodes are explored. On the other hand, if *h* is small (\<1), it increases the likelihood of traversing to hubs, so the walk is more focused on the areas around hubs in the graph.

Evaluation {#Sec6}
==========

We begin this section by introducing the datasets and parameters used in our experiments, followed by the different evaluation tasks performed.

Les Misérables \[[@CR1]\] is a network which contains the characters and their co-appearances in the novel "Les Misérables" by Victor Hugo. Every node represents a character, and an edge between two characters indicates that they appeared in the same book chapter. The graph consists of 77 nodes, connected via 254 edges. BlogCatalog \[[@CR21]\] is a social network where every node is a blogger, and an edge between two of them represents friendship. The graph consists of 10,312 nodes, connected via 333,983 edges and assigned to one or more of 39 classes (multi-label). The classes are the topics the blogger is interested in.

We define a set of parameters for all learning algorithms to create a basis for a fair comparison. These are the embedding dimension *d*, the walk length *l*, the number of walks *n* and the skip-gram model \[[@CR15]\] window size *w*. Furthermore the algorithm-specific parameters *p*, *q* (node2vec \[[@CR10]\]), *h* (Hub Attention, c.f. Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}) and *j* (Jump Probability, c.f. Sect. [3.1](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}).

Reproduction of Les Misérables Case Study {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------

To create the visualizations, we first learn the embeddings of the Les Misérables dataset using the respective random-walk algorithm. We then cluster these embeddings using k-means and assign the nodes of the graph colors based on their cluster. These embeddings are then visualized as a graph with Gephi \[[@CR3]\]. For the common parameters, we used the values reported by Grover and Leskovec: embedding dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the lower graph in the original paper \[[@CR10], figure 3\], which as per description resembles structural equivalence, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q=2$$\end{document}$ are specified. Even with grid-search over these and further parameters (*l*, *n* and *w*), no result close to the original could be produced. The graph never represented structural equivalence, but community structure as well (with 3 instead of 6 clusters), as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b.

Node Classification {#Sec8}
-------------------

We are running a multi-label node classification task on the BlogCatalog dataset. Same as in the original paper \[[@CR10]\], we use a one-vs-rest logistic regression classifier with L2 regularization. The dataset is split into training and test data, with a training fraction of 50%, and the scores are averaged over 10 random splits. Again, we use the common parameters as reported by Grover and Leskovec \[[@CR10]\]: embedding dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion and Conclusion {#Sec9}
=========================

We attribute our inability to reproduce the case study in terms of structural equivalence to the skip-gram model. Its objective is to predict neighboring nodes and hence, nodes with similar neighbors are represented closeby in embedding space. Another factor is the context window size of the skip-gram model: No matter how far out a walk traverses, only nodes within this window will be considered as context. This also means, that the walks which start at a particular node are not that relevant to this particular node, but its embedding is determined by all the walks traversing through this node. With optimal parameter settings and taking the standard deviation into account, the performance difference between the walk strategies on the node classification task is negligible. In addition, Perozzi et al. report a macro-F1 score of 27.3 for DeepWalk \[[@CR18]\], doing shorter, but more walks. They report performance to increase constantly with the number of walks until it finally stabilizes.

We conclude, that adapting the walk strategy can improve the embedding performance, if the number of sampled walks is insufficient. However, instead of tuning hyper-parameters of particular walk strategies, we can also increase the number of sampled walks per node instead. The nature of the skip-gram model and our inability to reproduce the structural equivalence case study point to the embeddings always representing homophily.

Sourcecode and datasets are available at <https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3514305>.

<https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/>.
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